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Henry Hub’s natural gas commodity break-out has legs: it’s a US proxy
to stay isolated from macro uncertainty elsewhere
Summary


The Henry Hub’s Natural Gas price break-out from bearish sentiment on gold, copper
and oil prices is a reflection of US fundamental strength and strong industrial demand



Speculative positions look excessively bearish against natural gas price momentum
and the overly bullish positions in crude oil



If expecting strength over the week and further out, investors may consider buying
Boost Natural Gas 3x Leverage Daily ETP (3NGL)

Boost Natural Gas 3x Leverage Daily
ETP (3NGL)

Too bearish on natural gas?

YTD performance to 12 April 2013, in USD
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Henry Hub’s Natural Gas offers investors an
isolated play on the US economy that, against oil,
gold and copper where prices reflect global
demand and supply conditions, remains resilient
to the external macro uncertainty. Given the rising
demand for cheaper energy by industrial users, the
still bearish financial position on natural gas looks
excessive. In anticipation of more unwinding of
shorts and a reversal towards net bullish
positioning by investors further out, the upward
price momentum is likely to last much longer.
Investors may consider buying Boost Natural Gas
3x Leverage Daily ETP (3NGL).

Henry Hub’s Natural Gas prices have shaken off the
bearish sentiment overhanging other commodities and
have continued to rise despite gold’s sell off since
Friday 12 April last week and the recent economic
disappointments regarding Chinese growth and
German investor sentiment of late. This year, natural
gas has outperformed oil, gold and copper by a wide
margin: it’s up over 20% even while gold and silver
crashed in the double digits, pulling copper and crude
oil sharply lower along with it.
The chart above features the speculative net long
positions in natural gas (Henry Hub) and crude oil
(WTI) held in options and futures contracts traded on
CMX. Quite clearly, with 135K net shorts positions,
investor have remained excessively bearish on natural
gas, most likely because since the 2008 credit crisis, a
severe recession accompanied by a shale gas boom
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created prolonged periods of supply overhang that
undermined its price for too long. In contrast, judging
by the 200K net long positions on WTI crude oil since
the start of 2012, investors have remained overly
optimistic on the commodity, even while its price was
volatile, had moved side-ways, and failed to break out
of the 80-100 US$/bbl range. Against natural gas
prices rising 125% from 1.84 US$/mmtu to 4.19
US$/mmtu over the same period, the wildly differing
speculative positions in both commodities do not seem
to make sense. As a result, the overly bearish position
in natural gas is expected to reverse itself, helping the
rally in gas to sustain itself further out, possibly even
after the end of the cold streak that has hit the US
Midwest of late. However, underneath the momentum
in gas prices lurk deeper structural changes that have
recently come into the fore, and which give the
commodity more fundamental price support.

investments, the incentive for other European
companies to move factories to the US is growing.
This is especially so since the cheaper alternative to
natural gas in Europe remains coal which is a heavy
polluter. But in the US, with natural gas prices as low
as coal, the incentive to tab US shale gas is much
greater than what markets appear to give credit for.

Now, on the back of the boom in shale gas production,
cheap energy source is attracting more demand for
natural gas than ever before. Most notable, the
demand is coming from industrial users who face
growing pressure to cut operating costs. In fact, the
industrial sector’s energy consumption since 2009
grew by 6.4% even while demand from end users in
other sectors remained essentially flat. In the US, the
access to cheap energy has (along with steep wage
cuts)
restored
the
competitiveness
of
US
manufacturing and motivated companies to rebuild
production capacity as a result. Accelerating this trend
too is the rising wages in China.
Moreover, the industrial demand is not just the result of
US companies rebuilding domestic output capacity but
is increasingly coming from European companies
facing high electricity surcharges at home as well. In
Germany for instance, the large energy intensive
industrial manufacturers and chemicals companies are
pressured to foot the bill of Angela Merkel’s
government’s ambitious green energy plans to invest
in expensive renewables that is becoming too costly to
be borne by households alone. BASF, one of the
largest chemicals companies in the world is already
repositioning itself to avoid being put into a costcompetitive disadvantage by setting up production
facilities in the US.
The cost advantage the US enjoys is significant: as a
rough reference, according to the World Bank, the
latest monthly average price of imported natural gas is
11.87 US$/mmbtu, 3x more expensive than Henry
Hub’s 3.82 US$/mmbtu. With many European
countries formulating energy policy around the Kyoto
Treaty to promote costly renewable energy
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Disclaimer
This communication has been provided by Boost ETP LLP which is an appointed representative of Mirabella Financial Services LLP which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
The products discussed in this document are issued by Boost Issuer PLC (the “Issuer”) under a Prospectus approved by the Central Bank of Ireland as having
been drawn up in accordance with the Directive 2003/71/EC. The Prospectus has been passported from Ireland into the United Kingdom and is available on the
websites of the Central Bank of Ireland and the Issuer. Please read the Prospectus before you invest in any Exchange Traded Products (“ETPs”). Neither the
Issuer nor Boost ETP LLP is acting for you in any way in relation to the investment to which this communication relates, or providing investment advice to you.
The information is not an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or investment. You are advised to seek your own independent
legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.
The value of an investment in ETPs may go down as well as up and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. An investment in ETPs is
dependent on the performance of the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks
including among others, general market risks relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps utilised in the ETP, exchange
rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks.
ETPs offering daily leveraged or daily short exposures (“Leveraged ETPs”) are products which feature specific risks that prospective investors should
understand before investing in them. Higher volatility of the underlying indices and holding periods longer than a day may have an adverse impact on the
performance of Leveraged ETPs. As such, Leveraged ETPs are intended for financially sophisticated investors who wish to take a short term view on the
underlying indices. As a consequence, Boost ETP LLP is not promoting or marketing Boost ETPs to Retail Clients. Investors should refer to the section entitled
"Risk Factors" and “Economic Overview of the ETP Securities” in the Prospectus for further details of these and other risks associated with an investment in
Leveraged ETPs and consult their financial advisors as needed.
This marketing information is derived from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable although Boost ETP LLP does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of such information. All registered trademarks referred to herein have been licensed for use. None of the products
discussed above are sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by any registered trademark owner and such owners make no representation or warranty regarding
the advisability on dealing in any of the ETPs.
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Appendix
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